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ABSTRACT
Ultrasonic inspection of thick and attenuating materials is ham-
by the r_uoed amplitudes of the propagated waves to a
degree that the noise is too high to enable meaningful interpreta-
tion of the data. In order to overcome the low Signal to Noise
(S/N) ratio, a correlation technique has been developed. In this
method, a continuous pseudo-random pattern generated digitally
is transmitted and detected by piezoelectric transducers. A corre-
lation is performed in the instrument between the received signal
and a variable delayed image of the transmitted one. The result is
shown to be proportional to the impulse response of the investi-
gated material,analogousto a signalreceivedfrom a pulsed
system,withanimprovedS/N ratio.The degreeofS/N enhance-
meritdependson thesweep rate.Thispaperdescribesthecorre-
lator,and comparesittothemethod ofenhancingS/N ratioby
averagingthesignals.The similaritiesand differencesbetween
thetwo arehighlightedand thepotentialdvantageofthecorre-
latorsystemisexplained.
INTRODUCTION
Ultrasonic inspection of materials involves generation of elastic
wavesusinga wansducer,Thesewaves areu'ansminedthroug.h
the media, detected by a receiver and analyzed. In order to retain
meaningfulinterpretationofthedata,a sufficientSignal to Noise
(S/N)ratiomust be obtained.Thisposesa problemwhenever
thickandattenuatingmaterialisinvolved.Usinghigh-gainampli-
tiers to amplify the highly attenuated waves introduces more
noise to the system, and events of interest in the signals are often
too small to detect. One method of enhancing the S/N ratio is by
averagingseveral of the received signals, using a digitizer that has
this capability. The source impulse signals are repeated several
times, and the detected signals are digitized and averaged. The
temporal resolution of the events in the received signal depends
on the impulse width. The pulse maximum repetition rate is
limited by the depth of the investigated area. The pulse source
should not be repeated until ulu'asomc waves of the previous pulse
have significantly dissipated. Another limitation is that the pulse
amplitude cannot exceed the breakdown voltage of the transducer.
These limit the maximum input energy and determine the limit of
the signal to noise e_ancement by averaging. The following
dLmussion which describes a correlator, is based on a different
principle, and can overcome some of the limitations of the
averaged pulse system.
THE CORRELATOR
Principle:
A block diagram of the correlator is shown in Figure 1. A pseudo-
random digital pattern is repeatedly generated and used to drive
a transmitting transducer after proper amplification. The ultrasonic
waves whichpropagatethroughtheinspectedmaterialaredetected
by a receiver wansduc_. A correlation is performed between the
received signal and a reference signal generated by the second
pattern generator which is identical in shape to the drive signal,
but delayed by a linearly varying amount, governed by the sweep
rate. The use of a digitally delayed reference has the advantage of
greater accuracy and stability than complicated analog delay lines
[ref. 1 for example].
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Figta¢ 1.Correlator, schematics.
Theory:
An output y(t) fi'om a linear system can be expressed as the
convolution of the system impulse response h(t) with the input x(t)
(Figure 2):
y(t) = h(t) * x(t) = f'. h(v) x(t-V) dv (I)
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Figure 2. The output as a convolution of the input and the
impulse response.
The cross correlation R., ofx(t) andy(t) can be written as:
t T
Rn (0 = lira 1 I x(t) y(t+t) dt (2)
T-.--)=o 1 J-T
and auto-correlation R=( t-o) of x(t ) as:
R=(_-u) = lira x(t) x[t+(_-v)] dt (3)
Substituting (1) and (3) into (2) we get:
R_ (t') = _ h(v) R.-, (_-u) du (4)
therefore, the cross-correlationof the input and the output is the
convolution of the impulse responsewith the auto-correlation of
the input signal:
= h *R= (5)
R= for white noise is thedelta-function, (up to a factor k), there-
fore,
Ray(0 = t h(O (6)
so that if white noise is injected to the material, the correlation of
the input with the detected outputy(O is the impulse response h(0
of the system (Figure 3).
In a single-channeled configuration, as applied in the current cor-
relator system, ¢ is slowly varied according to the sweep rate
(S.R.), thus, the resultant correlation represents the impulse re-
sponse transformed to a frequency which is reduced by the inverse
of the sweep rate,
The Signal to Noise Ratio Enhancement (SNRE) of a system can
be det'med as:
SNRE = SNRo, ap= _)
SNR_,
where SNR is the Signal to Noise Ratio. This can be expressed in
terms of bandwidth B of the appropriate signals [2-4]. where the
SNRE is given by:
B/_,= (8)
SNREt'ower =Bo_
while the SNRE,,=,, is given by:
SNRE vo_as_ " ._/ __i,_,a
v
(Sa)
Both definitions are equivalent in terms of decibels, since the
factor is 20 for voltage as opposed to a factor of 10 for power. As
the single-channeled correlation transforms the bandwidth to a
frequency reduced by the inverse of the sweep rate S.R., the last
equation can be written as:
SNRE _eaSe" _ (9)
whichisfixedforanyparticularsweeprate.A typicalvalueused
for sweep rateis0.I _tseclsec.The sweep rateisinversely
proportionaltotheacquisitiontime7".
As a comparison,the averagingprocessfora pulse-system
improves the signal to noise ratiOby:
_¢RE _ ,, m (10)
where n is number of averages. Again, the acquisition time is
linearly proportional to n, thus,
Random (_ I
Pattern x h(t) y(t)
_ Cross
_ I Correlator
-1 J
Ftt,,ute3. Common of nadom sequencedinputwith the
outputyields the impulsem,_x_te.
Power efficiency comparison:
In a pulse-system with repetition rate off pulses per second, the
total power P into the material can be approximated as:
Pp= vl tp/, o2)
where V is the peak voltage of the pulse, and t is its effective
duration. (The index p denotes the pulse-system). Typical values
are -300 volts and ~100 nsec duration respectively.
The repetition rate f is limited by the acoustic response in the
material. The repetition rate must be low enough to avoid wrap-
around of the reflections (Figure 4). The maximum obtained
information ¢ is then not more than the time between the pulses,
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lb. The total ener_ input tln_ghout n avenges. %. perunit of
obtained informauon. ¢,, can ee exp_ssm as:
-_- =PeT-e- > V_ tpfpn (13)
where T. is the total acquisition time (ofn averages), and P is the
input pdwer during this time.
Lastdetected reflection
• p _ !
lif o
Figut_ 4. One repedfion in a pulse-system that luts a repetition
rate off pulses pro"_-.orzl, and some potable echoes.
For the correlator system, the input power P is:
Pc = _ V_
L
(14)
wp/_,
t__LI (is)W¢_T C
_k [s.s.l !
which is similar to the ratio between the SNRE's (in term of
power) of the systems for a single channel correlator.
E_ERIME_S
An 11.5 cm thick wood was used as an example of thick highly
attenuating material. Two 2.25 MHz half inch u'ansducer were
used in a pulse-echo configuration. A single pulse, with the pulse-
system configured for maximum safe voltage into the transmitter,
resulted in a signal to noise in the received signal which was less
than 1, as can be seon in Fignre 5.
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i O.O0 .............................................
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102.4
_gure 5. Wood, Sinsk nee obeyed wi_ _e put_e-symm.
where V is the voltage of the amplified digital random signal,
which is on half of the time, on average. (The index c denotes the
puise-system). The acquisition time T is directly related to the
duration of the obtained information x through the sweep rate
S.R.:
= _._.1__ (15)
r_ k [s.e.]
Therefore, averaging was required with the pulse-system to be
able to detect the signal. A signal obtained after 4096 averages is
shown in Figure 6. The excitation is seen on the left side (at
relative time 0), and the first arrival through the wood occurs
around 57 ;xsec. Significant noise still exists even in the 4096
averages case, as evident in the time interval 0 to -57 pscc, before
arrival of the first acoustic response of the wood.
where k is the number of parallel channels that perform the
correlation in the conelatm'. The total energy input, w, per unit of
obtained information, _, would be:
___. 21.v___1__ (16)t [s.e.]
For comparison purposes, if we fimit the input power in the
correlator system so that both systems input equivalent amounts
of power, the ratio of the voltages would have to be:
v_,_= (1"0
v,,
In such a case, the ratio between the quantifies 'total input energy
-w, per unit of obtained information -f' of the two systems would
be:
0.01
0.00
-0.01
........................ L...
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102.4
Vqtm'e 6. Wood, using the puhe-system, with 4096 avmtses.
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Thereceivedsignalfroma singlechannel correlatorfora sweep
ram of 0.1_sec/secisshown inFigure7.The acquisitiontimewas
approximately equal to the time required for 4096 averages
(hardware dependent of course),although itcould be skipped
untilthe expected firstacousticresponse,thusreduced signifi-
cantly.The firstarrivalcould bc identifiedagain,at-57 _sec,with
a lower noise before fwst arrivalthan the noise in the 4096
averages case. (To decrease the noise to the same level,the
averaging system required close to 32000 averages).Further-
more, thisnoiseisabove thedetectionfrequencyofthetransducer,
thus,furtherlow-passfilteringispossiblewithoutdeletingactual
information.
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Filpa'c 7. Wood, ouqmt from t_ cormla_.
Figure8 shows themeasured signaltonoisefiguresasfunctionof
thenumber of averagesin thepulse-system (on a log scale).The
noise-levelmeasurements were taken at a region before the
expected firstarrival,while thesignal-levelmeasurements were
takenatthe regionof the firstarrivalof theacousticresponse.
Supcrirnposed on the graph of Figure 8 is the S/N measured from
the results of the correlator. The ve_cal data line on the right
represents a single-channel corrclator. Increasing values of the
inputpower increasedthe S/N valuesasexpected.The horizontal
coordinateof thisdatacorresponds to an equivalentacquisition
timeaswiththepulsesystem.A 1024 multiplechannel correlator
would shortenthistime by thisfactor,thus,shiftingthisdataline
to the left, as shown in the left side of the figure.
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A second set of tests were performed measuring -10 cm thick
Teflon. S/N results are shown in Figure 9. Since the attenuation of
the material is less than that of the wood sample, the overall S/N
figures were better. Yet, the relative behavior of the two systems
remain the same. The effect of increasing the number of the
channels from a single channel to 1024 channels in a multi-
channel correlator is extrapolated in this figure.
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# of averages
Fig,_ 9. Teflon,S/N curve.
DISCUSSION
Both the corrclatorsystem and the averagingpulse-system can
enhance the signal to noise ratio, improving it linearly with square
root of the acquisition time. The correlator, through its sweep rate
5.R., and the averager through the number of averages n. The ratio
of total input energy per unit of obtained information also have
equivalent forms for the two systems.
There are however some important differences between them.
While the voltage into the transducer in the pulse-system is
limited by the breakdown voltage of the transducer, the correlator
system is based on a continuous excitation of the transducer,
where the limiting parameter is mainly the maximum power that
can be dissipated. The total power can be much higher than in the
pulse-system, thus, obtaining stronger signals.
Another major differenceis the way the systems collectand
enhance the data:A conventionalpulse echo averaging system
prescribesa fixedminimal time window, according tothe thick-
ness of the sample that control the maximum repetition rate. The
S/N improves as acquisition time increases (as square root of it).
The correlator system, on the other hand, gives prescribed S/N
enhancement, according to the chosen sweep rate while the
obtained time window increases with the acquisition time. The
condition on the correlator corresponding to the maximum repe-
tition rate is the length of the unique pattern in the pseudo-random
signal. It should be the inverse of the repetition rate, a condition
which is easily obtained.
Furthermore, if the investigated material calls for inspection at a
localized suspected region, the correlator system can be config-
ured to skip the earlytime trace, and startthe process of the
correlation only at the requested window of time, thus reducing
the acquisition time significantly, at any prescribedS/N value.
This could not be applied in a conventional pulse echo system,
where the minimal time window is fixed.
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SUMMARY
The system of choice depends on the relevant problem: The
averaging pulse-system is appropriate when the required Signal to
Noise Enhancement (SNRE) is low and when the full thickness of
the material has to be inspected. In this case, fast measurement is
possible, where the S/N improves as the averaging continues until
adequam signal shows on the screen. The correlator system has
the advantage when high SNRE is required, particularly when a
specific region has to be inspected. The sweep rate will be chosen
according to the required SNRE and the delay would be set up, and
the enhanced trace would almost immediately be obtained. A
multi-channel correlator would increase this advantage even
more.
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COATINGS OF ONE MATERIAL ON ANOTHER TO PROVIDE
DESIRED SURFACE PROPERTIES ARE A
VITAL PART OF INDUSTRY
• Especially Important for critical components
• Allows less expensive materials for structure
• Coatings provide resistance to corrosion,
abrasion, erosion, contact stresses, and other
environmental attack (e.g., temperature or
chemical)
• Protection may not be attainable through other
fabrication methods
Applications Include textile, paper, petrochemical,
and metal-processing, as well as aerospace
industries
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ALTHOUGH COATINGS ARE WIDELY USED, USE WOULD
INCREASE WITH BETTER ABILITIES TO ASSURE
INTEGRITY AND PROPERTIES
A major problem for many coatings is poor or
uncertain adherence of coating to substrate
with thermal cycles (or other stress)
Other properties of concern Include thickness,
lack of bond, delamination, flaws (porosity,
cracks, etc.) microstructure, and homogeneity
• Relative importance of above properties can
vary with type of coating and the service
environment
• Nondestructive testing (NDT) techniques are
beneficially used to evaluate many of these
properties of coatings after fabrication and
service; advances are needed for improved
quantitative data
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A WIDE VARIETY OF NDT TECHNIQUES ARE CURRENTLY
USED FOR EXAMINATION OF COATINGS; A
NON-EXHAUSTIVE LISTING INCLUDES:
• Thickness: electromagnetic (eddy-current and
magnetic methods), ultrasonic,
optical (for transparent coatings),
penetrating radiation (e.g., x-ray
fluorescence, beta backscatter),
thermal
Lack-of-bond: thermal, ultrasonic, acoustic,
optical holography
• Flaws: electrical continuity, fluid
penetrant, ultrasonics, optical
holography, thermal
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PROBLEMS AFFECTING CURRENT NDT PRACTICE
FOR SOME APPLICATIONS INCLUDE:
Thickness
- variations in electrical or magnetic properties of coating
or substrate affect eddy-current and magnetic techniques
-. inhomogeneities in coating or substrate can affect
penetrating-radiation techniques
- ultrasonic technique requires adequate thickness for
resolution and acoustic mismatch between coating and
substrate
- IR thermal techniques can be affected by relative
emissivity
Lack of bond
- IR thermal techniques can be affected by emissivity
- bond must be stressed for optical holography
- ultrasonic techniques require adequate thickness for
resolution
Flaws
- electrical continuity requires electrical contact with
substrate and completely-through flaw
- ultrasonics and holography may be useful for cracks
or other linear flaws; probably not for porosity
- fluid penetrant affected by natural background of
acceptable porosity
- optical holography requires application of stress
Adherence
- with few exceptions, techniques are unavailable for
quantitative nondestructive evaluation of coating
adherence
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RECENT ADVANCES IN NDT TECHNOLOGY OFFER IMPROVED
CAPABILITY OR POTENTIAL TO OVERCOME SOME OF
THE PROBLEMS FOR COATING EVALUATION
Multi-frequency and pulsed multiple-parameter
eddy-current technology provides the capability to
correct for variations in electrical and magnetic
properties of coating and substrate
- two- and three-frequency Instruments that
simultaneously measure phase and magnitude of
all frequencies and process in nonlinear
algorithms to correct for variables and solve
for 4-6 unknowns (e.g., thickness, conductivity,
permeability, etc.)
- pulsed (and magnetic-saturation) instruments as
another approach for ferromagnetic materials for
multiparameter analysis
. High-temperature probes offer potential for application
to process control
Ultrasonic guided boundary waves (interface waves)
are being investigated by ORNL and others for
evaluation of interfaces in bonded structures
- models developed at ORNL for three-layer
interfaces for ceramic joints
- transmission along interface offers potential for
for evaluation and analysis of interface properties
(e.g., bond strength)
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COATINGS ARE EXPECTED TO BE INCREASINGLY USED
TO INCREASE COMPONENT LIFE
• Nondestructive testing will play a vital role for
process control, fabrication acceptance, and
in-service inspection
Improved NDT technology will Increase the role
for both NDT and coatings
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